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The answer ro T est 67  is option 2: his brother died. 
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Most astrologers opted for option 1. Understandable, but the answer is option 2: his 

brother died 

 

Dymock Brose learned us to look at first at the closest 1 degree aspects. And if we do, 

you find the correct answer. 

 

 Neptune ,the Planet of loss, conjunct Cusp 3, the House of brothers and sisters 

 Moon, Ruler of the 3rd, square Mars, Ruler of the 12th House of loss 

 Venus, Ruler of the 1st House inconjunct Vx/Pluto: a struck of fate concerning 

death  

 Neptune sextiel the Ascendant tells the same: loss 

 Eq. Asc. conjunct the 8th House cusp of the brother (10th) 

 

If you look at aspects with a larger orb to confirm your findings you see: 

 

 Floating Mc/ Saturn square the Moon, Ruler of the 3rd House) 

 Yod: Uranus, Ruler of the 8th of the brother inconjunct Vx/Pluto, sextile Sun 

(Ruler of the natal 3rd House) conjunct Venus, Ruler of the Ascendant 
 

 

 

--- 

 

 

9  Astrologers participated in the Test. 3 Found the correct answer. 

 

 

Irmgard Dering (USA) 

uses the AH technique 

 

 

Using AH with BiWheel 

 Floating Mc in H8 (death) also Saturn the grim reaper conjunct Floating Mc 

 Natal Mercury natural Lord of H3 (brother)) conjunct AH Saturn 

 Jupiter Lord H8 (death) is in Ah H12 (grief, loss, sadness...) 

 His Natal Moon in Pisces is Lord of AH chart of H3 (brother) Neptune, his natal 

Lord close to cusp of H4 (endings) and AH Neptune conjunct cusp of H3. 
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Chiarastella Ghersani (Italy) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 

 Pluto, Mars and Neptune opposite Saturn in Capricorn 

 Saturn and Mars are both square the Moon, Ruler of the 3rd House of brothers 

and sisters 

 Mercury in Aquarius  square Venus and Sun, Ruler of the 4th AH House of 

endings 

 

 

Inès Pamestri (Switserland) 

uses the sidereal zodiac 

 

I notice that on the day of the event (March 4th 1999) the North Node exactly 

aspected the natal Sun. The Node, which is placed in the natal Chart in the third 

House, transited the second House in Cancer, which can signify the family; and 

its lord, the Moon, transited the fourth House of relatives. The Sun is the lord of 

the third House which represents brothers and sisters, and transited the natal 

Moon. It thus sounds very probable to me that the native's brother died on that 

day. 

 

 

 

 

--- 

 

 

 

I made it  difficult for you!  Fun… isn’t  it?  Well done, everybody!! 

A new Test will be posted to the website round and about June 1st. 
 


